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“Friendship

Through Flowers”

Wednesday, September 12, 2018

Northwest Unitarian Universalist Church
23925 Northwestern Highway  Southfield, Michigan

Morning Workshop 10:00 A.M.

Afternoon Program 12:30 P.M.

Sogetsu School
Basic Upright Style Nagiere

Celebration Morimono Arrangement

Instructor: Leslie Rosinski

In this upright style, a tall cylindrical-type
vase is used but without any kenzan.
Instead we will practice a method of
fixing stems called Soegi-dome.
The optimal vase style is with
straight sides but because the
arrangement is not dependent
upon the stability of the vase
walls, a container with slightly
curved top or shape may also
be utilized.
You must provide your own plant materials:
Line Materials: 3 tree or shrub
branches (flowering or not,
leaves or bare)
Flowers: 3 flowers such as
mums, carnations, lilies, etc.
with leaves if possible to be
used for filler
Supplies Needed:
 Tall cylindrical vase with thicker
walls, if possible (no glass)
 Hasami (floral scissors)
 Small bowl for cutting flowers under
water
 Plastic or newspaper to cover work area
 Towel for clean up
 Camera to record your finished
arrangement

Instructor: Leslie Rosinski

Morimono is a composition made by combining
some flowers, plants, vegetables, fruits, leaves and so
on, in a pleasing array. It is most often used for happy
occasions and is perfect for holiday display. This
arrangement may contain items
that are dried or not normally used
for ikebana.
Supplies Needed:
 Smaller scale flowers such
as rose buds, mini
carnations, mums, etc.
( 3 to 5)
 Filler: a few green leaves (e.g.
fern, lemon leaf, eucalyptus, etc.)
 Cup Kenzan, if you have one. Otherwise
bring a kenzan 2” to 3“ (maximum diameter of the
base) and a cup will be provided. Oasis will be
provided if you don’t have the right size kenzan.
 Large flat surface such as tray, platter, board, etc.
for display base. Darker colors if possible, but not
necessary.
 Hasami (floral scissors)
 Plastic or newspaper for work area
 Towel
 Camera
Note: Other items for this arrangement will be
provided.

Hospitality
Leslie, Sung, Alice, Yoshie

Lunch Break 12:00 P.M.
Guests may participate in the workshops for a $10 lesson fee (plus materials fee, if any)
or may observe for $2, payable at meeting.

